“Knocking every door”
“The incident took place in an integration housing project where students and young refugees live
together. This is a ´special´ building where the aim is the integration of young people. About 80
status holder refugees and 80 Dutch students/ career starters live here together. Every residents has
his or her own small private apartment; one refugee next to a Dutch neighbor. There are also
community spaces in the building like the washing place, community room, kitchen, etc. There is
one special community room which officially belongs to the Municipality and its function is to host
events to foster the integration in between the housing project and the local neighborhood. This a
very diverse neighborhood in Amsterdam from very rich people to poor families lives everybody next
to each other. I and my colleague are the persons responsible to run this community room in the
building. The incident began when I received an indirect email message through my colleague from
the main manager of the housing project (he is responsible for community building in the project –
Institutionally he and us are different entities but both of us work in the same building for similar
aims: he is more inside the residents and we between the housing project and the neighborhood).
In the message he writes that he found out that someone was knocking on every door of the
residents in the building. He assumed that I was that person. It made me very upset that he was
thinking that I ignored the privacy of the residents. My colleague answered him: this is not the way
how we (my colleague and I as community builders) work and she told him that it was not me who
was knocking but someone else. When my colleague read the message out loud I started to cry and
left the community room.”
Amsterdam, May 2019
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THE NARRATOR

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

is a 50 years old Dutch woman.
She’s living with a partner and
children
and
she’s
a
community builder. In the
housing project she officially
works under the municipality
person
responsible
for
community building.

is a 35 years old Dutch man.
He’s also a community builder.
In the housing project he is the
person responsible for the
community building among
residents.

Things that separate them is their age, gender
and their position in the situation (she’s a
volunteer while he’s an ´official´ person in
charge). Things that bring them together are
their nationalities and legal status.

CONTEXT
is a single 32 years old algerian
who's been in France from a
PHYSICAL CONTEXT
year or two. This incident takes
place at a party after a
worshop in which
the narrator
The narrator
was sitting in the community room with her
is a trainercolleague
and the other
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got the message in question via email.

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
There are other people (other building managers)
´present´ in the situation not per se in the room
but knowing about the incident: ´that someone is
knocking on the doors´. There were only gossips
around that the narrator was accused of knocking
on the doors.
Colleague: she is officially responsible for
community building with the outer world from the
municipality. Officially she is the boss of the
narrator. In the practice there is no hierarchy in
between them but she is responsible for
everything.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT
In the building residents live behind closed doors. There is
one special community room which officially belongs to the
Municipality with the aim of connecting the housing project
and the neighborhood. The narrator´s colleague and the
narrator are responsible for maintaining and running this
room in the building. The overlaps and possible conflicts of
roles are also visible in the social as well as the physical
structure of the building.
Everybody has his own room, offices so everybody is a bit
separated physically and the communication goes mostly via
email/Whatsapp/phone–a bit chaotic way. They may result
easily in misunderstandings.

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS
Months ago the narrator knocked on two doors of the social
managers when they were only residents. When they
received complaints about the recent knocking they had the
assumption the narrator was knocking on the doors again.
The problem social workers / community builders face: even
though they work in the community room of the building
they do not have access to many residents. They don´t have
phone numbers, emails.
Nevertheless, according to the main manager, there is a rule
that community builders, social workers, care givers, service
providers, activists, etc. have to be invited by someone to
enter the main building. To keep the privacy of residents no
one is allowed to bother people with direct promotion (even
with help, Dutch classes, etc.)
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The building manager (different organization / nor direct
hierarchical connection with the narrator) does not address a
question directly to her, but to an intermediary person. The
building manager accuses her of “knocking on every door”.

For the narrator it is more important (more valued) to help, find
solutions, be practical over following the official routes. ´They are
people not numbers´. Personal goes over professional for the
narrator. She assumes that the building manager was following the
official route addressing his question to her colleague instead directly
to her as her colleague is her official boss. Since in the practice this
hierarchy does not mean anything the narrator thinks it is an
unnecessary way of communication.

The narrator believes in the importance of being
acknowledged/ appreciated for the work which has been
done regardless of this paid or volunteer work is. She feels
that the indirect communication of the building manager
is a sign that he does not take her role serious enough as
a community builder (as a professional / as a colleague).

The narrator feels responsible for the whole
building which means she is respectful for the
safety and privacy of the residents. One of the
signs of respect according to her that you don´t
disturb the residents in their apartments
directly with community building or other
community related issues.

The narrator gives more value for the
face to face communication over via
social media or official procedures.

The narrator believes that her professional value
in community building goes beyond a paid work.
Especially because she lives in the same
neighborhood for her it is more a lifetime
occupation. This is the reason why for her the
boundaries are more fluid in between professionalprivate roles that in a more traditional professionalclient/ paid-volunteer work/relationship.

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “BRAM”

The building manager (different organization / nor
direct hierarchal connection with the narrator) does
not address a question directly to her, but to an
intermediary person. The building manager accuses
her of “knocking on every door”.

He feels responsible for the whole building
which means he is respectful for the safety and
privacy of the residents. One of the signs of
respect according to her that you don´t disturb
the residents in their apartments directly with
community building or other community
related issues.

Paid work over volunteer work: He might not give as
much value for volunteer work. He might assume that
volunteer work is not ´real professional work´. He made
different occasions comments like: ´We don´t need
volunteer work´ or ´They take my job´. Many times at
meetings he ignored when volunteers were present.

He has a professional value of keeping a
distance in between social worker and client.
He appreciates the official ways over the informal.
This means for him if a social worker wants to
communicate something with the clients
(residents of the building) they should send official
letters, communicate via leaflets / posters / public
announcement and not knocking on the doors.

He gives value for professional hierarchy also in the way of
communication. He prefers to write emails, Whatsapp messages
than face-to-face contact and contacting only the persons officially in
charge.
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